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Sports Writer

For many Irish fans, it might be difficult to decide on a favorite moment in No. 14 Notre Dame’s 28-6 season-opening win over Temple on Saturday.

There was junior running back Amir Carlisle’s “Welcome to Notre Dame” moment, when he broke free for a 45-yard gain in the first play of the game, which was also his first play as a member of the Irish. There were also the two 32-yard touchdown passes from senior quarterback Tommy Rees to junior receiver DaVaris Daniels and junior tight end Troy Niklas’ 66-yard run after the catch. There was also not a touchdown before the half, to name a few.

But Daniels and Niklas were far from the only two Irish players to deliver significant contributions on a day highlighted by offensive variety. The Irish offense had at least 30 yards in four out of five possessions coming in and always had a play with at least 40 yards and dipped into Temple territory. Two plays later, junior receiver DaVaris Daniels hauled in his first career touchdown with his teammates during Notre Dame’s 28-6 victory over Temple in Saturday’s season-opener at home.

Rees connects with Daniels twice in opening minutes as Irish roll past Temple in opener

By SAMANTHA HUBA
Sports Writer

No. 14 Notre Dame set a blazing tempo with its opening drive and drove the pace of the game all the way to a 28-6 victory over Temple in the season opener on Saturday at Notre Dame Stadium.

The Irish (1-0) finished their opening touchdown drive in a breezy 1:26 and followed with a second brisk scoring sequence, completed in 1:01.

Irish coach Brian Kelly praised senior quarterback Tommy Rees’ execution of the efficient drives.

“Obviously a lot of the questions coming in is ‘Could we push the ball down the field?’” Kelly said. “I think we answered a lot of those questions right away with [Rees’] ability to push the ball down the field. I thought his patience was better, and it will continue to get better. So I was pleased with his performance, and he knows he can play better.”

Rees acknowledged he has work to do, despite his success against the Owls (0-1). Before exiting in the fourth quarter for fellow senior quarterback Andrew Hendrix, Rees was 16-for-23 with 346 passing yards and three touchdowns. It was Rees’ third career game with at least 300 passing yards, but 346 set a new career high.

“We had an opportunity to make some big plays which we did and we’re happy with the performance,” Rees said. “There is still a lot of work to go, and we know that and we’re ready to move forward.”

Several Notre Dame players set personal records or achieved career firsts.

On the first play from scrimmage and with his first carry for Notre Dame, junior running back Amir Carlisle-scampered 45 yards down the left sideline into Temple territory. Two plays later, junior receiver DaVaris Daniels hauled in his first career touchdown reception on a 32-yard strike from Rees less than 90 seconds into the game.

Daniels quickly followed his first career touchdown with his second. Rees found Daniels a second time, again for 32 yards. Daniels ran a post-corner route and snagged the pass despite coverage from Temple junior cornerback Anthony Robey. The scores put Notre Dame up 14-0 just 4:41 into the first quarter.

Rees said the touchdown was a result of good communication and a good read.

“I thought you saw what I was hoping for,” Irish coach Brian Kelly said after the game. “You had Daniels catch a touchdown; you had [senior receiver] TJ Jones and obviously [sophomore receiver] Chris Brown. You had Troy Niklas and the running backs catch footballs. You had [freshman running back] Tarean Folston catching a nice ball coming out of the backfield. I think you’re going to see great distribution of the football across the board, and it’s going to be somebody new each week.”

“TJ Jones is going to be in the mix every single week, because he’s one of the best wide receivers in the country. But you’re going to see a lot of guys contribute offensively. I think it’s for the better, I really do. I think it gives us great balance across the board.”

Jones said the offensive output on display offered a glimpse of what could turn out to be a highly efficient offense.

By JOHN NING
Sports Writer

No. 14 Notre Dame’s offensive output on display offered a glimpse of what could turn out to be a highly efficient off

ND needs to convert yards into points

Strong out of the gate

Career days from Rees, Jones power balanced offense

Irish junior receiver DaVaris Daniels, left, celebrates the first of his two first-quarter touchdowns with his teammates during Notre Dame’s 28-6 victory over Temple in Saturday’s season-opener at home.
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**REPORT CARD**

**QUARTERBACKS**

Tommy Rees silenced critics of his ability to push the ball down the field by connecting on six passes of more than 25 yards. Rees began with two perfect scoring drives, and avoided any big mistakes while passing for a career-high 346 yards.

**RUNNING BACKS**

Junior Amir Carlisle got the Irish off to a strong start by bouncing outside for 45 yards. Jruiors George Atkinson and Cam McDaniel chipped in, as well, as the Irish accumulated 188 yards on the ground. Freshmen Greg Bryant and Tarean Folston looked good in limited action.

**RECEIVERS**

Senior TJ Jones and junior DaVaris Daniels led the receiving corps in an impressive performance. The tri-captain Jones shined brightest by compiling a career-high 138 yards, but Daniels and junior tight end Troy Niklas combined for an impressive three scores.

**OFFENSIVE LINE**

The offensive line protected the quarterback reasonably well and the holes were there for the Irish backs to exploit. It was a good start for a unit with new faces in the mix, but the Owls did get to Rees once in the first quarter.

**DEFENSIVE LINE**

The Irish only brought down Reilly once, as the Owl’s quarterback repeatedly evaded the pass rush came up with 65 yards on the ground. For a unit as hyped as this one has been, it was a below-par performance.

**LINEBACKERS**

Senior outside linebacker Prince Shembo seemed to beat his man at will, but did not turn the constant pressure into a sack. Graduate student inside linebacker Dan Fox racked up a career-high 10 tackles.

**DEFENSIVE BACKS**

The secondary was content to give up 228 yards through the air, as the unit did a good job keeping everything in front of it. The back end did not give up any big plays, but they did not make any, either.

**SPECIAL TEAMS**

Both graduate student Nick Tausch and junior Kyle Brindza missed very makeable field goals, and Brindza also booted two punts well into the end zone. Jones looked comfortable in his debut at punt-return, but kickoff average surrendered almost 30 return yards per return.

**COACHING**

It was a good debut by the Irish, mostly because they got comfortable in his debut at punt-return, but kickoff coverage surrendered almost 30 return yards per return.

**OVERALL GPA: 3.04**

Notre Dame secured itself a victory against an inferior team, but it was far from a perfect performance as both teams left points on the board. The Irish showed they have the talent to move the ball, but both sides of the ball showed a lack of consistency, albeit in a winning performance that bordered on dominance.

**PLAY OF THE GAME**

**NIKLAS SCORES A 66-YARD TOUCHDOWN AT THE END OF THE HALF**

After the Owls punched home a touchdown with 1:01 remaining in the first half to cut the Notre Dame lead to 14-6, Niklas sprinted up the seam, caught the pass from Rees and shook off multiple tacklers en route to the 66-yard score that recemented the Irish lead.

**Struggles**

*Continued from page 1*

Stanford, this type of performance will not fly.

The drives stalled a bit in the second quarter when the Irish could have pulled away. And the drivers never really started in the fourth quarter when the Irish needed to put the game away (Notre Dame started the quarter with two three-and-outs). The offense was not bad, it just could have been so much better.

It was kind of like watching Wolfgang Puck cook hot dogs — yeah, it was probably delicious, but it could have been so much more. This Saturday against rival Michigan, the Irish will need Rees to cook up something closer to filet mignon to come out of Ann Arbor with a victory.

All he needs is a little firepower.

*Contact Matthew DeFrank at mdefrank@nd.edu*

**Offense**

*Continued from page 1*

"Today we showed a little bit of our ability to move the ball down field in the way that we want to," Jones said. "There are definitely some things we need to work on, but I think we got a glimpse of where our offense can go today."

Rees, who completed 16 of 23 pass attempts and threw three touchdowns with no interceptions, said he wasn’t surprised by how well the offense gelled during the game.

"I had a lot of confidence in those guys. I’m with them every day, so I know the ability that they have," Rees said. "I knew they had the ability to make plays for us, and I’m happy they did it." Even in a game filled with highlight-worthy plays from a number of different sources, experienced seniors Rees and Jones stood out and set the tone for the offensive unit. Jones led the team with career-high 138 receiving yards despite not scoring a touchdown. Jones also made his debut as a punt-returner, gaining 23 yards on three returns.

"He made one bad decision where he did not field the punt, and I thought he made a great play late in the game where he fielded it in traffic, which we’re struggling with over the last few years," Kelly said. "I think he’s going to be really good at it as he continues to get more live playing time at that position. I’m pretty excited about watching him back there."

Rees also set a new personal record by throwing for 346 yards. It was also the first time Rees has thrown over 300 yards in a winning effort (his two previous 300-yard games came in losses to Tulsa in 2010 and Michigan in 2011.) Communicating with his targets was the key to Rees’ strong performance, Jones said.

"Any time there were checks, Tommy relayed them to the receivers and we relayed them to each other in case somebody didn’t see it," he said. "When there was a bad play, he put us in a good play. And I think our communication was great."

That Rees and Jones peaked in the same game is a result of both experience and luck, Jones said.

"Tommy and I lived together for two and a half years," Jones said. "We came in together, so we have a connection there. You have time to build on that since we enrolled. And definitely this is the day the calling came my way." Contact Vicky Jacobsen at vjacobse@nd.edu
The Irish set up another scoring opportunity on their first possession of the second quarter, but Cooper's 43-yard field goal attempt sailed wide right.

Temple punched across its only score when junior halfback Kenny Harper ploughed through a small lane for a 1-yard score that set the Owls ahead, 21-6, going into halftime.

The Irish travelled to Ann Arbor, Mich., on Saturday to square off with the No. 17 Wolverines. Kickoff is set for 8 p.m.

By VICKY JACOBSEN
Sports Writer

After the game, senior quarterback Tommy Rees said he wasn’t sure if junior tight end Troy Niklas had made the catch that eventually resulted in a 66-yard touchdown in the final minute of the first half. But he said he felt pretty good about it.

“It’s huge, so that helps,” Rees said when asked about how good of a target Niklas is. “I couldn’t see, to be honest. But once I saw big Troy running down, he’s kind of hard to bring down.”

The touchdown was the second of Niklas’ career as well as the longest reception of his career. The score put the Irish ahead, 21-6, going into halftime.

Tuitt notches sack
Junior defensive end Stephon Tuitt entered the 2013 campaign 19 pounds heavier than he was last year after offseason surgery to repair a hernia. Tuitt still managed to lead the Irish defensive line in pressuring Temple junior quarterback Connor Reilly throughout the game, Tuitt had two solo tackles and assisted on another.

He also sacked Reilly for a 4-yard loss in the second quarter with the Owls knocking on the door of the redzone. It was Tuitt’s 15th career sack, which puts him 10th on the list of Notre Dame players since the stat was first recorded in 1982. Tuitt also opened last year by getting to the quarterback, recording two sacks in Notre Dame’s 50-10 victory over Navy.

The Irish travel to Ann Arbor, Mich., on Saturday to square off with the No. 17 Wolverines. Kickoff is set for 8 p.m.

Contact Samantha Zuba at szuba@nd.edu
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Irish senior quarterback Tommy Rees loft a pass downfield during Notre Dame's 28-6 win over Temple on Saturday. Rees threw for three touchdowns and a career-high 346 yards.

Victory CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

By the end of the game, Jones had hit another milestone. The Roswell, Ga., native logged his first 100-yard receiving game and set a career-high with 138 receiving yards.

Kelly attributed Jones’ banner day to his ability to make something happen after the catch.

“I thought it was dynamic,” Kelly said. “Dynamic is a word that I would use as a receiver when we’re talking about after the catch. So he caught the football, and then he was dynamic after the catch. And that’s what we were looking for from him.”

Jones said he didn’t know exactly how far he was under until they showed it on… the scoreboard. “I actually thought I was still under until they showed it on… the scoreboard thing,” Jones said. “They showed I had 138. I didn’t know how far I was under. I didn’t know how far any of my plays were. I just knew they were long.”

Temple threatened for the first time at the end of the first quarter. The Owls took over at their 20-yard line with 4:06 remaining in the period after a Notre Dame punt.

Junior quarterback Connor Reilly drove Temple to the Notre Dame 30-yard line before firing a pass that skipped just past the outstretched hands of diving sophomore tight end Ronald DeLoach. Two plays later freshman kicker Jim Cooper missed a 32-yard field goal try to end the threat and the quarter.

Time of Possession: 28:07

Niklas hauls in 66-yard TD

Irish senior quarterback Tommy Rees loft a pass downfield during Notre Dame’s 28-6 win over Temple on Saturday. Rees threw for three touchdowns and a career-high 346 yards.
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Senior receiver and tri-captain TJ Jones tries to break away from a pair of Temple defenders during Saturday’s season-opening 28-6 win over the Owls. Jones logged a career-high 138 yards receiving on six receptions. He also recorded 23 punt-return yards.

Notre Dame began the 2013 campaign on a good note, racking up 543 yards in a 28-6 victory over Temple. Senior quarterback Tommy Rees tossed three touchdowns and threw for a career-high 346 yards, while junior Amir Carlisle (7 rushes for 68 yards) led Notre Dame’s five running backs to 193 yards on the ground. Irish coach Brian Kelly became the second-youngest coach to compile 200 wins.

ImPressive on opening day

**Senior receiver and tri-captain TJ Jones throws a stiff-arm at Temple junior cornerback Anthony Robey while racing down the sidelines on his career-long 51-yard reception in the first quarter.**

**Junior tight end Troy Niklas sprints into the end zone, capping his 66-yard touchdown grab.**

**Freshman linebacker Jaylon Smith leaps to defend a pass from Owls junior quarterback Connor Reilly.**

**Graduate student inside linebacker Carlo Calabrese was second on the team with nine total tackles.**

**Senior receiver and tri-captain TJ Jones tries to break away from a pair of Temple defenders during Saturday’s season-opening 28-6 win over the Owls. Jones logged a career-high 138 yards receiving on six receptions. He also recorded 23 punt-return yards.**